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Abstract: The development of effective gas-liquid mixing systems in mechanically agitated vessels is typically evaluated in terms of the degree of bubbles dispersion. For instance, adequate gas distribution reduces the formation of oxygen-deficient regions and ensures suitable metabolic pathways in bioreactors. In this regard, the gas holdup is a direct measurement of the process performance because the bubbles’ characteristics determines the gas volume fraction inside the vessel. The accurate estimation of this parameter using empirical correlations provides a better insight and a rapid prediction of the mixing process characteristics, which is crucial for designing stirred tanks. However, a challenge in obtaining empirical correlations is related to the experimental ranges of geometrical and process system conditions. In fact, the existing gas holdup correlations have not considered gas dispersion in yield pseudoplastic fluids using a coaxial mixer that comprises concentric shafts rotating independently. As an opportunity in mixing process system design, this study aims to develop empirical gas holdup correlations for an aerated anchor-PBT coaxial mixing system containing a xanthan gum solution, which behaves as a yield stress fluid. The electrical resistance tomography technique was employed to measure the gas holdup based on the conductivity variation throughout the vessel. A central composite design of experiments was conducted to account for the effect of central impeller speed, anchor speed, and gas flow rate on the mixing performance. The results demonstrated a non-monotonic effect of the central impeller speed on the gas holdup, which indicates a variation in the flow regime. Furthermore, the results showed that the gas holdup was increased by decreasing the anchor speed or increasing the aeration rate applied to the system. The developed correlations were statistically assessed and a good agreement with the experimental data was verified, which enabled us to accurately estimate the gas holdup within the range of operating variables investigated.
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1. Introduction

Efficient gas-liquid mixing systems have been continuously investigated for different industrial applications. In fact, there is not a single design that can be employed optimally in all process conditions due to the complex mechanisms of these multiphase mixing systems. Although different applications encompass particular constraints, the process effectiveness of aerated mechanically-agitated vessels is normally evaluated in terms of the bubble dispersion throughout the liquid phase. Therefore, several parameters can be measured or estimated to characterize the gas dispersion in stirred tanks, such as gas holdup, mass transfer coefficient, mixing time, bubble size, cavity size, and power consumption [1–5].

One important application of multiphase mixing systems takes place in bioreactors, where an adequate gas distribution is required to avoid the formation of oxygen-deficient
regions [6,7]. Several of these bioreactors comprise non-Newtonian fluids in which the agitation mechanism needs to overcome the mixing challenges arising from the rheological nature of these fluids [8–10]. In view of that, this work aims to characterize the gas dispersion in pseudoplastic fluids possessing yield stress in terms of the gas holdup and investigate the effect of different process conditions on the mixing performance.

2. Materials and Methods

A coaxial mixer comprised of an anchor impeller and pitched blade turbine (PBT) was employed in this study as shown in Figure 1. An upward pumping flow in the co-rotation mode was investigated for dispersing gas in a xanthan gum solution (1 wt%). To evaluate the gas holdup under a wide range of operating conditions, the experimental data was obtained using the electrical resistance tomography (ERT) technique and the sampling data was determined by the central composite response surface methodology. The ERT measured the conductivity distribution in each of the four radial planes delimited by 16 electrodes allocated equally around the bioreactor, as shown in Figure 1. The gas holdup was then calculated using the simplified Maxwell’s equation [11], considering that the conductivity of the liquid phase is much higher than that of the gas conductivity.

A total of 18 experiments were run by varying the central impeller speed ($N_c$), anchor speed ($N_a$), and gas flow rate ($Q_g$) according to the coded values defined in Table 1. The independent variables combination for each run was defined from the central composite methodology using the Design-Expert 13 software.
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**Table 1.** Independent variables analyzed in the central composite design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coded Value</th>
<th>Anchor Speed (rpm)</th>
<th>PBT Speed (rpm)</th>
<th>Gas Flow Rate (L/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1.414</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>345.15</td>
<td>5.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1.414</td>
<td>40.18</td>
<td>514.85</td>
<td>34.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

The main effects of the independent variables were evaluated according to Figure 2, which was obtained experimentally from the response surface methodology. The variables’ range defined in Figure 2 results from the coded values between −1 and +1. In fact, the star values ($±1.414$) represent the additional points in the design of experiments that were used to obtain a quadratic model. The results indicate that gas holdup slightly decreases when increasing the anchor impeller speed, which indicates its minor negative effect (Figure 2a). With respect to the gas flow rate, a more significant effect on the gas holdup was observed by showing a higher increase rate in the gas holdup when increasing the gas flow rate (Figure 2c). The positive effect of the gas flow rate on the gas holdup is expected,
however, care should be taken to avoid the development of the flooding regime in the mixing system. In fact, the non-monotonic effect of the central impeller speed (Figure 2b) suggests a variation in the flow regime within the variable’s range evaluated. The initial decrease in the gas holdup indicates that an increase in the shear rate is promoting the bubble breakage mechanism and favoring the gas distribution, which reduces the bubble sizes and further decreases the volume occupied by the gas in the stirred tank. Once it reaches a complete dispersion regime at approximately 430 rpm, the improvement of gas dispersion by increasing the central impeller speed enhances the gas holdup in the mixing system.
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**Figure 2.** One-factor effect of the independent parameters on the global gas holdup within 95% confidence interval bands: (a) Anchor speed at $N_a = 430$ rpm and $Q_g = 20$ L/min; (b) Central impeller speed at $N_a = 22.5$ rpm and $Q_g = 20$ L/min; (c) Gas flow rate at $N_a = 22.5$ rpm and $N_c = 430$ rpm.

An analysis of variance was performed to fit a quadratic model considering both the main effects and the significant variables’ interaction for predicting the gas holdup using coded values. Equation (1) was obtained with a correlation coefficient of 0.9161, and it was observed that the variables’ interactions have a significant effect on the gas holdup $(x_g)$, especially the interaction between anchor speed and gas flow rate.

$$x_g \times 10^3 = 0.0445 - 0.0010N_a + 0.0030N_c + 0.0032Q_g - 0.0005N_aN_c + 0.0043N_aQ_g + 0.00004N_cQ_g$$

$$+ 0.0010N_a^2 + 0.0079N_c^2 - 0.0006Q_g^2$$  

(1)

Furthermore, a hill climb optimization built-in algorithm in Design Expert 13 was utilized to obtain the process condition that maximizes the gas holdup within the range of variables investigated. It is worth noting that an additional constraint was defined for the system, in which the gas volume fraction should be in the interval between 0 and 1. In that case, different local maximums were identified that corroborate the complex mixing phenomenon. Therefore, optimum solutions should be obtained for specific scenarios and considering multiple optimization criteria. For instance, at 20 L/min, a better configuration was obtained at $N_g = 4.82$ rpm and $N_c = 345.15$ rpm. This condition was obtained aiming at minimizing the central impeller speed, which directly affects the energy consumption, and maximizing the gas holdup. In fact, additional investigation on the power consumption of these mixing systems, as well as on the fluid flow and gas distribution, will shed light on which criteria should be applied for obtaining the optimized mixing performance.

The polynomial equation obtained in this study can be employed as an additional source of gas holdup prediction for mixing systems within the operational conditions analyzed. Alternatively, the experimental data can be used to obtain a non-linear dimensionless
expression, which expresses an actual physical meaning of the mixing characteristics. However, it is worth mentioning that a preliminary analysis that results in the mathematical formulation obtained from the design of experiments is crucial to determine which variables significantly affect the mixing performance in order to be considered in a posterior dimensional analysis.

4. Conclusions

This study investigated the mixing performance of a coaxial mixer for dispersing gas in a xanthan gum solution, which is a yield-pseudoplastic fluid. The effectiveness was characterized in terms of gas holdup obtained from the ERT technique combined with a central composite response surface methodology. Results show the main effect of anchor speed, central impeller speed, and gas flow rate on the gas holdup. The anchor speed has a small negative effect on the gas holdup, whereas the aeration rate positively affects the mixing effectiveness. On the other hand, the central impeller speed has a non-monotonic effect on the gas holdup, in which its minimum value occurs at around 430 rpm. This behavior indicates that a complete dispersed regime is obtained when the central impeller speed is equal to or higher than 430 rpm. Furthermore, a polynomial expression for predicting the gas holdup in any operating condition within the variables’ range was evaluated in this study. Although the model obtained is purely mathematical, it provides an insight and expresses the actual influence of the variables on the gas holdup considering their interaction. Finally, the empirical correlation demonstrates a significant effect of variables’ interaction, especially the interaction between aeration rate and anchor speed, which means that evaluating each factor individually results in overall misleading conclusions about the influence of the design parameters on the development of gas-liquid mixing operations.
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